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Ambassador James T. Laney's Keynote Address

at the

Korea Missionary Reunion, Lake Junaluska, NC, Aug. 28, 1999

Thank you very much, Roberta. This company understands when I say Roberta is one of my heroes. This is

so much a time of feeling, not for being rational. This (gathering) is a feast of the heart and the soul-if not
of the eyes! Ifs unbelievable what it means to be together with Korea missionaries. We have looked forward
to this and knew it would be great fun to see friends, but the power of coming together is unexpected-I know
you all feel it. Berta and 1 have been in and out of Korea for so long, even though we were only there as
missionaries for five years.

There is one story I want to tell you of our early days in Korea as missionaries. We were at Taechun Beach
our first summer, but 1 couldn’t speak the language. I won't say what that implies for the future, but I couldn't
speak it then, either.

Harold Voelkel got me, one morning. He said, "Jim, we’re going to go down to the town of Taechun and have
a little evangelism!” Well, he struck terror in my heart. What am 1 going to do? I can't speak Korean and they
can't speak English that's for sure. So we went down and I couldn't imagine how he was going to use me. I

bet he couldn't either.

Anyway, he got on the back of a pickup truck; and I couldn't figure out where he got that pickup truck. He
stood on the back of it. That was his hilltop! And he started getting people to come around. I was
there—standing there—sort of an appendage. Then he said, "Here are these tracts. You go around the crowd
and hand these out." So, I was a factotum that day. I’ll never forget that. That was the most marvelous
introduction to the irrepressible spirit of a missionary. All dedication, going down to the village with a green
missionary and sort oftossing him into the water with some tracts. I can't forget that. I'm trying to think what
I learned from it, but I learned much.

We all not only share the fellowship here and the memory of those wonderful years together, years of
hardship but also of joy. And the whole thing comes together. We come from different traditions, from
different parts of the country and from different countries. But, the thing that we all have together besides

Jesus Christ is Korea. None of us who arrived there after the Second World War or after the Korean War,
none of us, could possibly imagine that the division of Korea would still obtain at the turn of the millennium.

I don't think anybody here saw that unification wouldn't have come by now. That's a burden for anyone who
loves Korea. We've learned to live with it and we have been able to flourish and participate in the

development of the church that has just been extraordinary! The church was replete with many failures, but

it is still one of the most dynamic churches in the world, and certainly the most powerfully evangelistic

church in Asia in this century. For those here who spent decades in Korea, that surely must be a great

gratification. Yet when we come back and lose direct contact, we feel like we're no longer a part of it. This

is what we prayed for and worked for and it happened! But, we're no longer a part of it. We're here. But to

look over there and know that is where our hearts are and have been, and then come together here and have

all those memories, the power washes over us again.

So, we have this divided country still. And next year plans are being made for the observance of the

anniversary of the 50
th
year of the Korean War. We still have only a truce. We have an armistice; we do not

have a peace treaty. An armistice and a truce. Meaning simply the cessation of formal hostilities. But there is

no peace on the peninsula. The cold war is over— has been now for decades. And what remains there seems

terribly anachronistic. It seems out of time. Cuba's out of time. China is trying to modernize. The church
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there despite vicissitudes, which may be worsening now, nevertheless, has flourished remarkably
North Korea remains frozen in it isolation. Frozen in its isolation and in its determination that it will not plavAe g^e ofmtemanonal particrpation. Frozen in its isolation with implications of starvation for its childrenaud its old most recently documented by young Court Robinson and his colleagues at Johns Hopkins(University) m interviews along the Manchurian border across the Yalu.

^

And yet, despite its poverty, its decline, North Korea poses a threat of very serious proportions Only the davbefore yesterday, a State Department spokesman, when asked about the situation on the Korean Penmsula

Stlt n I!
5 ' m°St Sen0U

f

flaSh P°in ‘ in the WOrld
’ ,he most dangerous place we go on earth

"

State Department spokesmen are not known for hyperbole. They never hy to paint a more dire pictureThan
is appropriate. But that was the assessment two days ago,

Why is it so dangerous? As you know, last summer they launched a missile, which surprised the worldST capacity, t was a three-stage rocket that landed beyond, way beyond, Japan and into the

,

'nd,cated ' not on|y that North Korea has the capacity to make weapons ofdestruction maybe mass destruction, chemical, biological, conceivably nuclear. But also that they have the
capacity to deliver them beyond the borders, the geographic limits of the Korean Peninsula. And Japan
panicked. Until last year Japan felt very secure under the umbrella of the United States. They felt that theydid not need to re-arm to be militarized. Japan felt that they were secure enough to devote their energies to
their economy as they had done over the last 40 years with almost miraculous results. But all of a sudden they
realized that they were vulnerable from a country that was unpredictable. It is not just what North Korea has
the capacity to do, but it's that we do not know what they intend to do. Now, I say in all of this I'm not
suggesting that another war in Korea is in the offing. No, war is not inevitable and we must do everythingwe can-everything we can-to avoid what would be not only the catastrophe of 1950, but multiplied many
times because of the capacity of both sides to destroy. War is not inevitable, but the situation on the Korean
enmsula is extremely fragile. It is going to require enormous firmness, patience, and a willingness to

disregard the political pot shots that many would be happy to take in this country and, particularly in South
Korea if we are to avoid another tragedy. I said that the situation is fragile. In what respect? How is it
different from previous crises on the Korean Peninsula? I think the closest parallel is 1994, five years agowhen we came very close to a war. The occasion was the nuclear plant from North Korea that we now know
about, which was clearly in the business of making fissile material for atomic bombs.

The United States was determined not to allow North Korea to develop the bombs. At that time, the BlueHouse—the government of South Korea— was unimaginative and frozen. They did not know what to do and
they seemed incapable ofallowing the United States to do anything, either. That was on my watch. And I can
say that the response of those in power left a lot to be desired.

The White House, at the same &me (this was five years ago), while determined to stop the development of
nuclear weapon on the Korean Peninsula, found itself trapped in its own rhetoric. Our government did not
fully understand the implications, had not really assessed how serious it could be, if they pressed a foreign
embargo on the North in the United Nations.

The North Korean representatives had said that the north was fully prepared to turn Seoul into a sea of fire
if the United States persisted in its policy to isolate further and cut off all supplies. Everything indicated that
we were on a collision course. Kim II Sung at that time was alive and he said repeatedly, "We will not allow
ourselves to be frozen out, to starve."

We knew that because he was a powerful ruler, we had to take his word seriously. There was at that time very
little appreciation in the White House of the full consequences of an encounter with Korea. The
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commanding general and I were tying to emphasize to Washington that we had to find a way short of war in
reducing the tensions on the Peninsula, and also getting rid of the possibility of the bomb. It was at that point
in desperation and without any other recourse, that Jimmy Carter entered the picture, not welcomed by the
White House nor by Seoul, but by taking up a deferred invitation from Kim II Sung to visit the North. He
went to the North with his wife and a few aides and talked directly to Kim II Sung for three days.

The amazing thing about this was that we, at that point, had no communication with the North. Can you
imagine a situation where you were headed toward a war and you have no communication to be able to
forestall it? I use the analogy that it is like Washington sending up smoke signals. When the wind comes
along, we expect the North to be able to decipher them. The North sends up smoke signals, and we look and
say what does that mean? Jimmy Carter, through three days of direct talking with the old man, was able to
get him to agree to drop the nuclear program in exchange for giving up the threat of embargo. And he saw
it—this is another aspect—communication was one thing, the other is if you're going to do something short
of war, you've got to offer a face-saving way out. You cannot expect another country to allow itself to have
its face rubbed in the dirt if it has an alternative. So, Jimmy Carter's visits to the North, even though he was
an ex-president, gave Kim II Sung a face-saving way out and he was also able to hear the seriousness of the
situation

Today, we face another situation with the missiles. The situation in the Blue House is quite different. We
have a seasoned, competent President. In the United States we have an administration far more experienced.
We have channels of communication and are willing to take some initiative. But, and this is the down side,
in the North we no longer have a strong ruler. We have an enigmatic, reclusive leader who meets with no one'
We know he is alive, but that's all we know of him. There is no one to talk to, we have channels of
communication but we can t talk to him. The grass-roots economic situation is grim. Their economy has gone
down nine years in a row. They can't feed their own people and we know that. And yet the nation develops
weapons like missiles. Now, let me share with you for a few minutes the situation in Seoul and Washington.
I'm not going to belabor this, but I want to fry and make it as clear as possible. In Seoul, with the advent of
Kim Dae Jung, we have a president who, for the first time in a long time, is smart. He is as smart as Park
Chung Hee. Park Chung Hee was smart. We may not have liked him, or his policy as a President, but he was
smart. Kim Dae Jung is smart. A year ago when he came to Washington through New York City, he had a
luncheon at the Council on Foreign Relations. The guests were primarily leaders in New York and in

business. These were the heads of corporations and so forth. He stood up, put aside his prepared remarks, and
made a few off-the-cuff remarks. He simply wowed that group of hardheaded businessmen. He knew what
he was taking about. And we have not had that in Korea for a long time. When he came to office, he said,
'We are going to change the policy of the North towards us. We are no longer going to stonewall, we are no
longer going to sit here locked in this desperate engagement which could lead accidentally to war."

He said further, "I am going to have a Sunshine policy.” Sounds a little childish. Wonder if he's going to sing
a jingle. These are the kinds of things that greeted him, of course it was from the Aesop's Fables, if you're
familiar with that, where the sun and the north wind vie in seeing which one can get a man to take his coat
off. The sunshine policy wins. Because the more the north wind blows, the more he wraps the coat around
him.

President Kim said, "This is the North. The more we huff and puff on its borders, the more it's going to be
like this and the more threat there is going to be. So we have a Sunshine Policy. Interestingly enough, he has
never felt at all embarrassed about it, which I think is marvelous. I was embarrassed about it, not the policy,
but the term.
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reunions even though they had to give up the offer of another 1 00,000 tons of fertilizer. They have persisted

in the preparation for another longer-range missile launch to keep everybody on tender hooks. The reason for

the North's continued belligerence, ofcourse, is that the North's government is intent on survival, the survival

of the regime as it is, the only communist dynasty in the world passed from father to son. If they're intent on

that survival, then it is obvious that it's a very delicate thing of maintaining enough contact with the South to

survive and not collapse, but not getting so much that it will begin to infect the attitudes of the people so they

say, "Look, we'd like to be more like the South, or like Japan or like the United States." That's the situation

in Seoul, as I sedt at this time.

Now lets look at the United States. The United States is more experienced this time around. We've learned

something from five years ago. We saw this greater experience and capacity to deal with crisis this time at

work regarding the underground excavation, which was thought to be the site of another nuclear plant. The

Administration very adroitly was able to work out a deal for inspection of that underground site. Now the

North kept saying there isn’t anything there. We said, “Well, it looked like there is. Sure are a lot of people

hanging around if there's nothing there. We went in, there were miles and miles of tunnels but there was

nothing there. And when we say there was nothing there, 1 mean there was no evidence of anything ever

being there. There was nothing that had been there and had been taken out. There was nothing there that

could very easily be brought to the North so something could be put there. So the underground— proposed

or thought or suspected nuclear site—was marked off.

Missile talks are underway. They will begin next week in Berlin between the United States and North Korea.

But most important with regard to United States policy is the fact that with the shooting of the missile last

summer and all the ensuing concerns and anxieties and upset, the White House is smart enough to appoint

former defense secretary William Perry to make a total review of our Korean policy, and then to go to

Pyongyang and make a package proposal. I say they are smart enough to be urged by a few of us that would

be a smart thing to do. Perry, because he was Defense Secretary, has enormous credibility across the board.

He carried a package to the North to offer. We will normalize relations with you; we will make economic aid

available to you. I call it a Korean Peninsula Marshall Plan. We will open up trade and you will pull back

your weapons of mass destruction and your missiles, and we will begin drawing down the build-up of guns

and troops along the DMZ. I mean in a verifiable sense. That was a big initiative. The sad thing is that up

until now, they haven't responded. In fact, after that was when we had the naval engagement and they did

things with Beijing.

They have done all the things that we didn't want to hear. They seem to have a capacity, an unlimited

capacity, for trouble. And you know, when they do those things and engage in those things and their people

are starving, that's documented, and all the stuff that goes on there, the medicine and everything that we are

trying to get to them, they act in this way. Any human who reacts in this— forgive me—"go to hell" way

invites us to say, "Go ahead, starve. I mean if you don't have enough sense, if you're determined to do this

then OK, we'll just close the door. How can anyone do anything else? But that's the normal, certainly the

political end, because both in Seoul and in Washington people are eager to take pot shots at whoever is in

power. Some people are calling for pre-emptive strikes in the North. That kind of talk makes it very difficult

to assure them that we are not threatening them. As long as splinter groups or some congressman or

somebody, who says, "Get it over! This has been 45 years, let's just solve the problem." At that point, I say

OK. Are you prepared for 50,000 body bags? (Ifyou have to put it in US terms), In Korea, we're talking about

millions of people. The North has their long-range guns and mortars 35 miles away just across the DMZ.

Seoul has a population of about 1 5 million people. We don't need an atomic bomb to macerate and decimate

hundreds of thousands of people. So the situation is very dicey. We are going to have to

deal with it with a lot of firmness, a lot of patience and forbearance.
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We have to keep reminding ourselves that we have virtually all the power. We're the strong party. We’re the

rich party. We've got to figure out a way, somehow, maybe by God's providence only, to avoid war and yet

at the same time bring the Korean Peninsula to some sort of a stable situation in which peace can be pursued.

So what am I saying? One, the North is not going to give up. And it doesn't look like it's going to collapse

anytime soon. So, we've got to deal with that situation. Two, we know that in their desperate plight, when the

North gets pushed to the point, they know they can't win but they'll fight.

A couple of years ago, Sam Nunn, a former senator and I were sent by Mr. Clinton to North Korea, to

Pyongyang. In the course of our conversations, we had a meeting with one of the generals and in the course

ofthat conversation this general said, "We know that the United States is a tiger." You know, in Korea, a tiger

is the enemy. "We know that the United States is a tiger." But then he smiled and said, "But we’re a

porcupine." So they know they can't win, but they know that they could inflict terrible damage. And you
know I hate to use the analogy, but a cornered animal can be very dangerous. Irrational calculations can grow
to a war. So that's the other situation.

And in that situation they are developing these missiles. We have brought all kinds of pressure from China,

from other nations, including Russia, to encourage them not to test a missile. But the problem with their not

testing the missile is this: Without a missile, they are just another tin plate power whose people are very

hungry in a declining communist state. But with the missile and the same situation going on, they get a lot

of attention in the world.

So ifyou were where they are, would you want to go around begging? Or do you want to be able to say we're

going to fire a missile and everybody says, "Please don't." We have found that they will negotiate, not easily

and not straight forward. We negotiated for months over an agreement in 1994 about the close of their

nuclear program. North Korea has honored every single provision of that agreement, as far as we know.

Right now, there are hundreds of South Korean workers in North Korea building light water reactors. Light

water is a component for making electricity with nuclear power. So we know that they will negotiate and that

so far they have kept their agreements. The sad thing is the United States has never frilly met the provisions

of the Agreed Framework of 1994. One was that we would lift sanctions. In January 1995, we lifted a few.

But the political repercussions in Washington were so great that the Clinton administration ducked and didn't

lift any more. We have done nothing more. Then the North said, look, you're still tying to start this. We don't

really have an answer to that. One of the things that Perry said was that we would lift those sanctions. I said

all along that we ought to just categorically lift the sanctions. We’re not going to get much trade anyway out

of it. It won't realistically amount to much. But it is a sore point that continues to fester.

So I will say at this point, what do we do? We leave the package deal on the table so they can see it everyday

and be reminded of what they are not getting. Second, we should develop a Northeast Asia Regional

Consortium among all the countries involved. We're dealing with all these countries individually, bilaterally.

Japan and the United States, China and the United States, Russia and the United States, North Korea and the

United States, South Korea and the United States. We ought to have something not like NATO, but like the

European Economic^ Community, which has a group that meets. That will take care, in itself of a lot of

things. That would avoid our having to be the bad guy on every one of the watches.

We've got to have some sort of regional organization. We need to be reconcilers and peacemakers, to do

good, not to count faults and to urge our government to continue to be firm because we have the security of

the South at stake. (We need) to be firm, but in that firmness, not inflexible. And (we) hope that the new

millennium will bring the opportunity to create a kind of unity and peace that those tormented people so

richly deserve. That's why I'm asking for your prayers. Prayers count to that end.
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Thank you

Subject: Thank you
Date: Mon, 26 Jul 1 999 21:30:14 +0900
From: "Nancy Underwood" <nku@flilbright.or.kr>

To: "Eileen Moffett" <emoffett@mindspring.com>

Hi,

This is a long delayed thank you but I had to wait for the computer. My
handwriting is so bad I knew you would have no idea what I was trying to say if
I wrote while I was in the US. When I was in college, I once sent my mother a
postcard telling her where to meet me and she almost went to the cemetery
because that is what she thought it said. It was actually street in a
neighboring town. She never lets me forget that even though she forgets a lot
of other things

!

I had so much fun being and talking with you. There are no old Korean hands
here any more. Everyone is new and knows nothing about what was or who was; it
was great fun to talk and talk. I appreciate the use of the washer and dryer
too--that got us through til I was in NY and Horace was back in Seoul. Thank
you so much for feeding me and showing me the letters (I now have HG's book and
am taking it to the beach to read) and sharing. It was a great day.

Things here are terribly hot. We have finally given in to trying
a i r_concliti oning . The office had an old machine so it is now sitting in our
bedroom waiting to be attached tomorrow; at above 90 tonight we should really
appreciate it tomorrow. We resisted for years but this is too much heat to work
in.

Politically, everything is confused; one day there will be new parties or a new
system and the next something else. What is really happening no one seems to
know and many don't seem to care. Financially, the big companies are still
hoping to stay big and to do nothing and the government is still threatening
punishments if they don't restructure but nothing is happening there either.
The paper is contradiction every day with page 1 and page 5 and page 3 and page
6 having totally opposite reports. I hope someone somewhere knows a bit more
but it does seem dubious right now.

I hope you are cooler there though the news makes it seem like most of the US is
really hot right now too. Weather is definitely not what it used to be.

We are off to the beach on Friday but I have a lot of work to take with me.
That is the new "going to the beach" syndrome. We only know of two other
families who are sure to be there and they are both Underwoods; they could find
no one to lead services but they could find no one who was going this year. The
days are beginning to seem fewer and fewer but we will got and have our own fun.
Just o have time to sit and talk with the family will be a vacation.

Thanks for everything—come to Seoul and let us reciprocate.

In His love, Nancy
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air-conditioning. The office had an old machine so it is now sitting in our

bedroom waiting to be attached tomorrow; at above 90 tonight we should really
appreciate it tomorrow. We resisted for years but this is too much heat to work
in

.

Politically, everything is confused; one day there will be new parties or a new

system and the next something else. What is really happening no one seems to

know and many don't seem to care. Financially, the big companies are still
hoping to stay big and to do nothing and the government is still threatening
punishments if they don't restructure but nothing is happening there either.

The paper is contradiction every day with page 1 and page 5 and page 3 and page

6 having totally opposite reports. I hope someone somewhere knows a bit more
but it does seem dubious right now.

I hope you are cooler there though the news makes it seem like most of the US is

really hot right now too. Weather is definitely not what it used to be.

We are off to the beach on Friday but I have a lot of work to take with me.

That is the new "going to the beach" syndrome. We only know of two other
families who are sure to be there and they are both Underwoods; they could find

no one to lead services but they could find no one who was going this year. The

days are beginning to seem fewer and fewer but we will got and have our own fun.

Just o have time to sit and talk with the family will be a vacation.

Thanks for everything--come to Seoul and let us reciprocate.

In His love, Nancy
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Subject: Final version of speech
Date: Thu, 29 Jul 1999 22:56:50 +0900
From: "Nancy Underwood" <nku@fiilbright.or kr>

To: "Stephen H Underwood" <hiranu@netcom com>,
David G. Underwood" <under@sassette uncp edu>,
'Laura K Underwood" <Laura.K.Underwood@jci.com>,
"Sarah J Underwood" <underwos@river.it.gvsu edu>,
"Richard F. Underwood" <dicku@prodigy.net>,
"William D Underwood" <wdunderwood@worldnet att net>,

George Schaub" <GSchaub234@aol.com>, "Gail Parker" <gparkerl@maine.rr com>,
"Jean Underwood" <koriola@webtv.net> "Jan Keel" <jkeel@ryland.com>
"Eileen Moffett" <emoffett@mindspring com>

Hi,

This is not to brag but to share. I especially wanted to share laura's part
with all of you. This is the speech I am giving next month to a group of
adoptees, parents, and korean government officials (about 200 people)

When I was first asked to speak about how I felt about adopting Korean children,
I said there is just one word to describe it-Wonderful

.

My husband and I had two sons and wanted a daughter very much. Adoption was the
answer. At the time we adopted Laura, in 1972, Korea was very poor and there
were 85 babies in one room at the Seoul City Children's Hospital-all of them
available for adoption. We were fortunate because we lived in Seoul at that
time and we were able to choose our daughter. We thought it would be terribly
difficult to choose one among so many but when we got there God led us to one
tiny baby, a brand new baby lying under two other older babies. We heard God
tell us this was our child so we pulled her out from under the others and told
the nurse, "This is our daughter." From the minute I held her in my arms she
was my child and like any mother I wanted the best for her. We were not allowed
to take her home that day, but we made the nurse move her to a crib by herself.
I didn t want my child being pushed and pulled by other bigger babies. She was
special; she was mine. We came as early as possible the next day to get our
daughter

.

That night we quickly painted her bedroom a pale pink; we had a daughter now.
We borrowed a crib for her to sleep in and bought some very feminine clothes,
including a pink and white baby blanket for our baby girl named Laura. We were
really excited about her arrival the next day: everything had to be perfect.

Laura was so much fun, we decided to adopt another daughter, Because we were
teaching in the US at that time, our second daughter was chosen by a Korean
friend who directed the Ethel Underwood Home for Girls in Seoul. The home was
named for my husband' s grandmother who had been killed by North Korean terrorist
s before it was finished. Although the home was only allowed to accept older
children, the director asked for the 2 year old who had just been brought to
Seoul City Children' s Hospital and was allowed to take her; again God provided
a child for us. As soon as Mrs. Yu found her, we cabled her new name Sarah and
started plans to come to Korea to get our daughter, our second special
daughter. She was 2 4 when we met for the first time but we were an instant
family. She turned her back on those who had taken care of her and clung to us
and we held her tight-she was our daughter. We couldn't communicate too well;
she laughed when I tried my Korean on her, but she knew we loved her and we were
her family. Her brothers and her sister spent the summer teaching her all their
favorite activities—swimming, building sand castles, and playing with water both
outside the house and in; they all cheered the day she literally lathered the
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As for personalities, our older son and older daughter are similar, and ouryounger son and younger daughter are similar; in fact, they had the same major
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in college. Our two sons are not at all similar to each other and our two

family
1" 3 are n0t at 311 similar to each other, but together the six of us are a

As our daughters became teenagers, their lives as adoptees living in Korea got am° re dlfficult. They had attended the international school for ten years
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W6re Part ° f lDtS ° f ac t 1vities—sports, drama, music, andompletely accepted by their peers. But when they dated their peers, most ofwhom were Caucasian, they were not accepted by the people in the streets eventhough my daughters and their dates were both American. Often, Koreans wouldmutter insults or give them dirty looks because they were with non-Koreans.nis was difficult for them because they loved Korea but suddenly Koreans didn'taccept them.

“ "aS al®° s <”"etnnes difficult for my husband to walk along the street in Koreaith our daughters as they got older. If they grabbed my husband's hand or gavehim a sudden joyful hug, people got the wrong impression. Fortunately, they didnot know the vocabulary of the streets, so they missed those unpleasantcomments.

They are adults now, living independently in the US. They love to come home tovisit this is their hometown, their kohyang, but it is not where they live.ney feel they have more possibilities as women living in the US. The olderLaura (age 27), is a Launch Materials Specialist for the Johnson ControlsCompany; she is in middle management and making more money than my husband and Icombined. She loves her job and the new house she just bought. When she wasback in Korea last year she visited one of my English classes at Yonsei . One ofthe students asked her what she thought about adoption and she answered, "It'sgreat Wlth°ut ifc 1 would not have had the opportunity to go to college, qet agood job or have my own car and house. I would not be here. " Our seconddaughter, Sarah (age 26), has returned to college to get a second degree, thistime in physical therapy. She has her own car, her own apartment and her ownvery large and very lazy cat.

As adults in the US they now date mostly Caucasian men since there are fewKoreans in Holland, Michigan. No one mutters; no one cares. We do not careabout the nationality of the man they marry; we do hope that they marry acaring Christian man.

I could talk for hours about my daughters; they are talented, they are
beautiful, they are wonderful. But I am not bragging because they came to mewith that talent and that beauty and that specialness already there.

People on both sides of the world tend to comment on our having adopted
children. We find this uncomfortable because we don't see our daughters asadopted and our sons as birth children. All four are our children, our
children, not someone else's. Having a different birth mother has made nodifference in our relationship to our two daughters. When I look at myaughters, I don't see a Korean face, I see my daughter. When my daughters werein elementary school, a group of foreign mothers were complaining that theycould not find socks to fit their daughters in Korea. I said I hadn't had anytrouble and they looked at me a bit strangely and then I realized: my daughtershad Korean feet, of course the Korean socks fit!

When friends of mine who had a 23 year old adopted Korean daughter found outthe mother had cancer, her first words to her husband were, "Tell Kimberly to becareful because cancer is hereditary." She was worried about her daughter; shehad forgotten her daughter was Korean by birth.

I emailed a copy of this speech to my daughters for their comments as I was
preparing it. Sarah's response was brief and affirmative. I want to share
Laura's reply with you:
Mom,
I wish I could be there when you give the presentation 1

If I were there, I would add this:
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I have had the privilege to grow up in the country in which my heritage lies.For this I am very grateful. Never have I regretted the culture I've beensurrounded by; quite the contrary, I have embraced it, enjoyed it, been proud of
:

Korea 1S my roots. But it is not who I am. I am an Underwood. When I

^ rror ' 1 lo°k at a Korean-AMERICAN (Mom, sometimes I have to remind
y e-Lt that I m not white!) Blood has nothing to do with it; my upbringinq haseverything to do with it. Though Sarah and I are not BLOOD sisters, my firstmemory of her was when we were at Grandpa's house, and she and I sat down on theloor and started playing together, as if it was always supposed to be-she ofcourse, was my sister! She still is! Who has loved me, accepted me, supportedme, trained me, "familyed" me? Mom and Dad-YOU! In general, my "blood" has notciccepted me. Why would I want to claim a country that whispers about me in

P
ni

10 ' frowns at me ' is ashamed of me? It makes me ashamed of Korea. itsaddens me to see that Korea has not recognized the great privilege thatadoption is. How privileged and unique I feel!
Yes, I am more American than Korean...and I am proud that I am a mix of both.That's one Korean adoptee's feelings but I am sure she represents many more.

What advice would I have for people who are thinking about adopting? Do it!There is; nothing like being a parent and adoption makes you a parent. Once yousee the child's picture or hold the child in your arms, long before the child isactually adopted, the child is your child, and you will fight for all the goodthings for that child, and you will love your child so much that you will hurtwhen your child is hurt. As a mother of two adopted Korean daughters, myreaction to those who ask about adoption is:

It's just another way of becoming a mother.
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Subject: Final version of speech

Date: Thu, 29 Jul 1999 22:56:50 +0900
From: "Nancy Underwood" <nku@fiilbright.or kr>

To: "Stephen H. Underwood" <hiranu@netcom.com>,
"David G Underwood" <under@sassette uncp.edu>,

"Laura K Underwood" <Laura.K Underwood@jci com>,
"Sarah J. Underwood" <underwos@river.it.gvsu.edu>,

"Richard F Underwood" <dicku@prodigy.net>

"William D. Underwood" <wdunderwood@worldnet att net>,

"George Schaub" <GSchaub234@aol com>, "Gail Parker" <gparkerl@maine rr com>,
"Jean Underwood" <koriola@webtv.net>, "Jan Keel" <jkeel@ryland com>,
"Eileen Moffett" <emoffett@mindspring com>

Hi,

This is not to brag but to share. I especially wanted to share laura's part
with all of you. This is the speech I am giving next month to a group of
adoptees, parents, and korean government officials (about 200 people)

When I was first asked to speak about how I felt about adopting Korean children,
I said there is just one word to describe it—Wonderful

.

My husband and I had two sons and wanted a daughter very much. Adoption was the
answer. At the time we adopted Laura, in 1972, Korea was very poor and there
were 85 babies in one room at the Seoul City Children's Hospital-all of them
available for adoption. We were fortunate because we lived in Seoul at that
time and we were able to choose our daughter. We thought it would be terribly
difficult to choose one among so many but when we got there God led us to one
tiny baby, a brand new baby lying under two other older babies. We heard God
tell us this was our child so we pulled her out from under the others and told
the nurse, "This is our daughter." From the minute I held her in my arms she
was my child and like any mother I wanted the best for her. We were not allowed
to take her home that day, but we made the nurse move her to a crib by herself.
I didn't want my child being pushed and pulled by other bigger babies. She was
special; she was mine. We came as early as possible the next day to get our
daughter

.

That night we quickly painted her bedroom a pale pink; we had a daughter now.
We borrowed a crib for her to sleep in and bought some very feminine clothes,
including a pink and white baby blanket for our baby girl named Laura. We were
really excited about her arrival the next day: everything had to be perfect.

Laura was so much fun, we decided to adopt another daughter. Because we were
teaching in the US at that time, our second daughter was chosen by a Korean
friend who directed the Ethel Underwood Home for Girls in Seoul. The home was
named for my husband' s grandmother who had been killed by North Korean terrorist
s before it was finished. Although the home was only allowed to accept older
children, the director asked for the 2 year old who had just been brought to
Seoul City Children's Hospital and was allowed to take her; again God provided
a child for us. As soon as Mrs. Yu found her, we cabled her new name Sarah and
started plans to come to Korea to get our daughter, our second special
daughter. She was 2 4 when we met for the first time but we were an instant
family. She turned her back on those who had taken care of her and clung to us
and we held her tight—she was our daughter. We couldn't communicate too well;
she laughed when I tried my Korean on her, but she knew we loved her and we were
her family. Her brothers and her sister spent the summer teaching her all their
favorite activities—swimming, building sand castles, and playing with water both
outside the house and in; they all cheered the day she literally lathered the
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entire bathroom with soap bubbles. They were a new treat for her and she loved
them. And we loved her and joined the cheering though it was a mess to clean
up.

A year after we adopted Sarah, we moved to Korea to stay. Our children grew up
in Seoul on the Yonsei University campus and graduated from Seoul Foreign
School. The girls were completely involved in their English-speaking school and
English-speaking international church. They were part of the foreign community
and totally accepted. During that time we twice spent a year in the US on home
leave-we were Presbyterian missionaries at that time. In the US, on the other
hand, they met with some racial slurs; nothing made them angrier than to be
called "Chinks"; they definitely were not Chinese! They were Korean by birth
and proud of it and American by naturalization and proud of that too. They
always hated to see Korea and the US play against each other in sports because
it was a hard decision which to cheer for. Usually they didn't; they just
watched because they couldn't make the choice.

Having adopted Korean children made our family more obvious in Korea but we met
with only supportive comments. Koreans in the 1970s and 1980s were glad to see
"their" children in a family, and we were often stopped as we walked along the
street by people asking about the girls and after being told they were adopted,
they often thanked us for taking care of Korea's children. We always answered
that we didn't deserve thanks because actually we were very selfish; we wanted
a daughter and then a second daughter and Korea had generously given them to us.
We are very grateful to Korea and to the girls' Korean mothers who enriched our
lives so much by sharing their daughters with us.

I get very angry when I hear the phrase "Korea sells babies." Korea does NOT
sell babies; it shares babies who have no parents with those people who very
badly want to be parents. Yes, money is paid but that is for legal fees and to
help support the orphanages; it is not to "buy" a child. That phrase is not
used outside Korea; it is only Koreans who think they are selling babies.
Others see them as giving children a better chance in life. It is an
unfortunate change that now many Koreans feel that Korean children are better
kept in an orphanage in Korea than given a home, an education, and a family in
another country.

I think it would be wonderful if Korean orphans could be adopted by Korean
families but at this point there are not enough Korean families who are willing
to adopt a child. When my Yonsei University students discuss adoption, many of
them feel very strongly that they would not be able to love a child who did not
have their own blood. In fact, one student asked my daughter Laura if she
really loved her mother. With a shocked expression on her face, she answered,
"Of course!" We love each other; we are a family. Our blood and our facial
differences play no part in our feelings for each other. Once more Korean
families realize this and realize the joy of adoption, more Korean orphans will
be able to remain in the country of their birth. In the meantime, it is
important for them to be part of a family wherever that family might be.

Our daughters were very quick to learn that there are advantages in looking
different from the rest of the family. We could never scold them in public,
either in Korea or in the US, because people always assumed the little Korean
girls didn't understand English and looked at us as if we were very cruel for
scolding them. They often took advantage of this in stores. I can remember
giving Laura an ice cream cone when she was less than two years old because the
Korean shopkeeper gave me a questioning look when I asked for only two for the
two boys. My sons never had a cone at that age and she didn't really want it or
know what to do with it, but to appear fair to all children, she got it. It was
not the only time she and her sister benefited this way. On the other hand,
they did not like Americans asking "what" they were or who they were and did
they speak English. Their answer to us was always; "We speak better English
than they do!" And they did. And still do.

As for personalities, our older son and older daughter are similar, and our
younger son and younger daughter are similar; in fact, they had the same major
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in college. Our two sons are not at all similar to each other and our two
daughters are not at all similar to each other, but together the six of us are a
family.

As our daughters became teenagers, their lives as adoptees living in Korea got a
little more difficult. They had attended the international school for ten years
and knew everyone and were part of lots of activities—sports, drama, music, and
completely accepted by their peers. But when they dated their peers, most of
whom were Caucasian, they were not accepted by the people in the streets even
though my daughters and their dates were both American. Often, Koreans would
mutter insults or give them dirty looks because they were with non-Koreans.
This was difficult for them because they loved Korea but suddenly Koreans didn't
accept them.

It was also sometimes difficult for my husband to walk along the street in Korea
with our daughters as they got older. If they grabbed my husband's hand or gave
him a sudden joyful hug, people got the wrong impression. Fortunately, they did
not know the vocabulary of the streets, so they missed those unpleasant
comments

.

They are adults now, living independently in the US. They love to come home to
visit; this is their hometown, their kohyang, but it is not where they live.
They feel they have more possibilities as women living in the US. The older,
Laura (age 27), is a Launch Materials Specialist for the Johnson Controls
Company; she is in middle management and making more money than my husband and I
combined. She loves her job and the new house she just bought. When she was
back in Korea last year she visited one of my English classes at Yonsei. One of
the students asked her what she thought about adoption and she answered, "It's
great! Without it I would not have had the opportunity to go to college, get a
good job or have my own car and house. I would not be here. " Our second
daughter, Sarah (age 26), has returned to college to get a second degree, this
time in physical therapy. She has her own car, her own apartment and her own
very large and very lazy cat.

As adults in the US they now date mostly Caucasian men since there are few
Koreans in Holland, Michigan. No one mutters; no one cares. We do not care
about the nationality of the man they marry; we do hope that they marry a
caring Christian man.

I could talk for hours about my daughters; they are talented, they are
beautiful, they are wonderful. But I am not bragging because they came to me
with that talent and that beauty and that specialness already there.

People on both sides of the world tend to comment on our having adopted
children. We find this uncomfortable because we don't see our daughters as
adopted and our sons as birth children. All four are our children, our
children, not someone else's. Having a different birth mother has made no
difference in our relationship to our two daughters. When I look at my
daughters, I don't see a Korean face, I see my daughter. When my daughters were
in elementary school, a group of foreign mothers were complaining that they
could not find socks to fit their daughters in Korea. I said I hadn't had any
trouble and they looked at me a bit strangely and then I realized: my daughters
had Korean feet, of course the Korean socks fit!

When friends of mine who had a 23 year old adopted Korean daughter found out
the mother had cancer, her first words to her husband were, "Tell Kimberly to be
careful because cancer is hereditary." She was worried about her daughter; she
had forgotten her daughter was Korean by birth.

I emailed a copy of this speech to my daughters for their comments as I was
preparing it. Sarah's response was brief and affirmative. I want to share
Laura's reply with you:
Mom,
I wish I could be there when you give the presentation!
If I were there, I would add this:
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I have had the privilege to grow up in the country in which my heritage liesFor this I am very grateful. Never have I regretted the culture I've beensurrounded by; quite the contrary, I have embraced it, enjoyed it, been proud ofit Korea is my roots. But it is not who I am. I am an uJiderwoid She^ Ilook in the mirror, I look at a Korean-AMERICAN (Mom, sometimes I have to rPm , nnmyself that I'm not white!) Blood has nothing to do with it- mv upbrinainn heverything to do with it. Though Sarah and I "are not BlSod ksLrs my'f^st*“"y
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° h“ ”?en We ”ere at GrandPa '= and she and I s« Sown on thefloor and started playing together, as if it was always supposed to be-she ofcourse, was my sister! She still is! Who has loved me, accepted me suppirtLme, trained me, fanulyed" me? Mom and Dad-YOU! in general, my "blood" has notaccepted me. why would I want to claim a country that whispers about me in
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fr°”nS at 13 ashamed of me? It makes me ashamed of Korea. itsaddens me to see that Korea has not recognized the great privilege thatadoption is. How privileged and unique I feel 1
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It's just another way of becoming a mother.
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10logists • No other dissertation on KoreanPresbyterianism has argued so convincingly for a fresh

Constitut?on
g
nf°

f^ Clar
N'

S
<P
art aS a maj °r ^ontributer to the

iqnf U
the new

.

ly-formed Presbyterian Church of Korea inOthers have mentioned his contribution to the literary andacademic training of the new church's leaders, but Lee is the first
Pf°vl*e so wide a sampling of English translations of Clark's

1T
\

K
?rean ' and of the response from all sides of the

spectrum to Clark's own theological perspective.

"Pvpnnvan^c
the m

°,f
e lmPortant because in large measure the

colleaanpc
theoloqy of Clark and his missionarylieagues (Moffett, Swallen, Reynolds, Crane) became themainstream theology of early 20th century Korean Protestantism.

. . ,

,

Th
j-
s work is a11 the more valuable because that theology isstill far more representative of "Korean theology" than for

"Minjung theology" so highly publicized as "indigenousKorean Chnst^mty"' but which does not survive in any of thearger Korean Protestant denominations at the congregational level.

task
031 Prof

j
c1pnry - Mr Leehas performed the difficult

Inti Hfff i 4.
g
u
a complicated subjectgeology — a subject made

anH%«t
fflCUlt

i
>y deYel °Pment at two linguistic levels, Englishand Korean- and making it understandable to English readers. He
Wel1

*^
1

He
Ju
S well-informed, and is to be commended

•

r following as a model, the trail-blazing work of Dr. Harvie Connin his monographs on Korean Presbyterian theology in theWestminster Theological Journal in the mid-1960s. Lee capablyrelates to his subject the wider impact on Christianity of Korea's

Mt*

v-ro

'
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Presbyte^^i^^i^T^esiastical^devrel^jHnents^
1"^03^ °han^' a"d its

test £Lm^y °n
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Dr haS ed the

uses his sources carefully And to mv ^ ***? anywhere - He
produced a dissertation which is eminently' c'lMr'^T

6
' he haS

Korean and English fall at the op “ df r^'16 '

spectrum but his English is nearly flawless Hecommended, and xf he was able to find" an editor he “/ound a^good
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— Annual deports ol Presbyterian Church U.S. in Korea Missionary

y .1 - v .20 Seoul :
«?' > J *1 A} S & <$ Y V 1 993.

:< Australian I'n-sby Uu-iai. Mission's Secretary's Office. Kxirncts from The

Records ol the Australian Presbyterian Mission m Korea v.i v 4

Seoul •?! Y jutfllH ***?#. i991

3 niair. William Newton and Hunt Bruce l
4'. The Korean Pentecost and

Sufferings which Follow«l Cdinburgh Banner of Truth 1977

4 .
Hillings. Peggy Pirn Beneath The Frost. New York ' Friendship. 19K4

5 . chnn, Sung C. Srliism and Unity in the Protestant Churches of Korea

Seoul The Christian Literature 1979

6 . Clark, Allen I) A History ol the Church in Korea Seoul : The Christian

I ileruluic Society ol Korea 1971.

7 Murlhu. Huntley. To Start A Wortc The Foundations of Protestant Mission

in Korea Seoul : Proshyterian Church of Korea 1987

* Kim, In Sou ITotestunts and the Formation of Modern Koran Nationalism

l88b- 1920 • Study of the Contributions of Horace Grant Underwood

nml Sun Chu Kll Virginia : Union of Theological Seminary. J993

9. KariK, Wi Jt' Religion and Politics in Korea under Japanesc Rule.

Lewiston lid win Mellon. 1987

10 Mullins, Mark R. urol Young. Richard Fox Perspectives on Christianity *n

Korea and Japan. Lewiston : F.dwin Mcllcn. 1996

11 Paik, Lam George The History of Protestant Missions in Kutcu 1832 lyiO

Seoul Yonsei University Press 1970

1 2 Palmer, Spender J. Korea and Christianity Seoul llollym Corporation

1967
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111 You Chat Shin Korean and CluiNliunily. Seoul Korean Scholar Press.

1996.

14. Records of Hoard of Foreign Missions of The Presbyienan

Church of USA. Korean I .otters anil Reports v l-v86. Seoul

* i.tfl|Af 199T

I !» Presbyterian Church in the U S A. Minutes. Actions and Reports ol the

Korean Mission v I v 26

16. Rhodes, I lurry A. and Camped Archibald. History of the Korea Mission •'

Presbyterian Church v.l v 10. New York Commission on Kcurncnical

and I lei ii lions the United l*rcsbyteriun Church in the U.S.A. 1964

17 tthui, W 1 1 1 < i ir ri Newton. Gold in Korea. Topeka ' Kansans H. M. Ives and

Sons 1967

18. Awe, Chulho Decision at Dawn : The Underground Christian Witness in

the Red Korea. Waco Harper 1965.

J9 Clark, Charles Allen. I he Korean Church and The Nevius Methods.

New York Homing 11. Ui-vell. 1930

20 Fischer, Junes F.arncst Democracy and Mission Education in Korea

New York Hureau of Pub. Teachers College. Columbia IJniy, 1928.

21 Mof fell, Samuel Hugh The Christians of Korea. New York Friendship.

1962

22 Sauer, Charles August. Methodists in Korea • 1930-1960 Seoul Christian

Literature Sur.iety 1973

23 Shearer, Roy I* WiRHirc - Church Growth in Korea Grand Rapids

Ferdmuns, 1966.

24 Underwood. Horace G The Call of Korea Political Social-Religious,

New York Fleming II. Rcvell. 1908

Wilson, Slamon I ItHip.or Study Workbook on "Kore* ami Korean Church"

Seoul I IKK)

25
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S PrcBbgtcrtan College anb Stjeological &eminarg

.»'.V - Dong, KwangJin Ku. Seoul 141 75ft, Karra lal. (()2)4'>(! -1)700 Fat (02)457 MV!

May 7 1«W5)

Dr Samuel II. MoffeU

ISO l-eabrouk Lane

Princeton, NJ 08340

Dear Dr. MoffeU'

Our w;irrnc*sl greetings to you and Mrs. Moffett in the Lord. We hope all is well wilh

Founder's Day celebration 17ns year we have invited Dr Chen Zemin, Vice l*resic1ent

of the Nanjing Crnon Theological Seminary, Ui be our guest speaker. 1 am also happy
U» share that the actual construction for the Luce Center for International Cooperation
has begiui on April :«)lh We are always tliankful co you lor your constant concern and

I have asked our library to prvipare a list of resources you had requested. Please do
noi hesitate co let rue know if you need anything Hwese give my best wishes to Mrs
MoffeU. Tttni are in our thoughts and prayers. May the bless you With much

you, Spnng is at its peak of beauty here in Seoul, arid we are again preparing for our

urnyens.

joy, | uni.

lung Woon Suh

IWbjc



EWHA WOMANS UNIVERSITY
Facts for 1999

International Foundation for Ewha Womans University
475 Riverside Dr. Rm. 1221, New York, NY 10115

(212) 864-5759 • Fax (212) 864-2552

Students: 18,748

Masters: 3,413 Doctoral: 299

Professors: 670

Graduate Schools: 10 (1 added in 1999)

Graduate School of Science & Technology
Dept, of Computer Science & Engineering

Information & Communication
Environmental Science & Engineering
Architecture

Project

0'1 ^ MiniStry °f EduCations Brain Korea 2

Ewha has been selected to receive fundinq ,

several areas of study: development of a worlc
class graduate school (molecular life science
specialized fields (fostering women specialists i
science and technology) and other core areas ( 1,

courses.) 1

l:
ha
\
C
°'l

e9e °f Education Ranked at the Top oSome 40 Schools of Education in the Nationwide
Evaluation by the Ministry of Education.

The Ewha Center for Cell Signaling Research Made
9ihTT t0 Establish Joint Research Laboratorywdh the Nat,onal Institutes of Health in the U S. on April

The newly established institute will be headed b
Dr. Sue-Goo Rhee, a distinguished scholar in the
field of cell signaling. Over the next eight yearsEwha will be dispatching graduate students anc
professors to the NIH to carry out joint research

Centennial Anniversary of Dr. Helen Kim s Birth

Ewha successfully celebrated the centennial of Dr.
Helen Kims birth with various programs including
academic seminars on Dr. Kim's life and work,
special exhibitions and a memorial concert. The
Helen KimAwaro, inaugurated in 1999 to recognize
the achievements of an international women's
leader, was not presented due to the lack of
suitable candidates.



Visit of Queen Elizabeth II on April 20, 1999

Queen Elizabeth II spent an hour walking around
the Ewha campus, visiting lecture rooms, and
labs as well as the Student Union, and met with
professors, students and alumnae. She
expressed deep interest in the curriculum
facilities, and the contributions Ewha has made to
Korean society.

Opening of the Chang Pudeok Memorial Gallery

One of Ewha alumnae, Chang Sook-hwan (sixth
graduating class of the Department of History)
donated many precious artifacts collected by her
late mother Chang Pudeok, pen-named Tamin
Opened on May 31, 1999, the Chang Pudeok
Memorial Gallery exhibits a total of 3,860 items,
largely accessories, clothing, embroidery, and
furniture used mostly by the royal household and
the literati class from the Choson Dynasty.

International Exchange Programs (1994-1999)
97 institutions 15 countries

Exchange and Visiting Foreign Students on Ewha
Campus

41 from 7 countries

Ewha Students Studying on Foreign Campuses
72 in 5 countries

Completion of New Dormitory, Reading Rooms and
International House on February 23

, 1999

Building for the International Education, the Color
and Design Research Institute, Social Welfare Center
and University Chapel Under Construction

Preparations for Construction of the 21st Century Hi-
Tech Lecture Theater


